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NINNUMERABLE Industries there is a
night shift. A group of men whose
day is the night; who live for weeks at
a time and never see the sun. In a way this
is a fascinating existance.
I know, for I
lived it all through the past summer.

was a release. No one hurries at night
because there is no one to hurry. I could
stop if I wanted to, go slowly if I wanted
to and for the first time in five years I
started to see some beauty in downtown
Indianapolis.
Washington street was a
kaleidoscope of colors. The dome of the
State House, instead of the daytime tarnished green, was almost fluorescent. It glowed dimly, reflecting the lights from some of
the neon signs. A tavern changed into a
gallery of colors as a night light shone
through the bottles stacked in the window,

Some people are shocked at the idea of
sleeping through the day and then arising
as everyone else goes to bed. I enjoyed
starting to work at eleven o'clock. I had
the streets to myself. There was no hurrying crowd, noisy traffic; Indianapolis was
all mine; mine and a few others that lived
as I did. To me the night was calm, soft
and mysterious.
The downtown streets
were strangely quiet, lighted boulevards.
Gradually the night grew more attractive
to me than the day. I could feel like a
king surveying his kingdom; rather than
merely a part of a hurrying metropolis.

and the wires above them gold.

The hurrying and the bustling lives
while most of us live and hate, so the night

will take night work in preference anytime.

painting shadows on the sidewalk.
ing lot changed
scattering

into

a little

A parkpark.

A

of lighted windows looked like

stars that got a little too close to earth.
The streetcar tracks were trickles of silver
People may have their daytime jobs,
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and generous to everyone:
his friends,
acquaintances, and animals alike.
But
some of his moods were unbearable.
He
seemed always above or below everything
on earth. I don't believe he ever felt in
conjunction with a living person or thing,
I definitely decided to move out and
take a room elsewhere. I packed hurriedly
and nervously, knowing well my decision
would be a shock to him. I was determined; so I really did not care.
There was confusion downstairs.
heard the door slam, and he was up thc
stairs almost before I realized it. My back

COULD Imagine him coming in quietly,
scarcely taking the effort to close the
door securely. Yet, he might come in
hurredly, slam the door, run through the
house, throw his coat and books on the
dining room table, and be up in our room
almost before the echo of the noise had died
away. He was moody and changeable; that
was why I was leaving; that was what I
disliked about him; and that was why I did
not know how he would enter the house.
In fact, I never knew how he was going to
act under any condition. During his exhilarated moods, he was almost too kind
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